The Sports Series is McLaren’s family of sports cars built from supercar DNA. Our passion for performance and commitment to innovation, honed over decades of success on the racetrack and the road, have led us to create sports cars that deliver breathtaking performance together with unrivalled levels of comfort and everyday usability.

The new 570S Spider is the latest addition to the Sports Series line-up. Sharing the same 3.8-litre twin-turbocharged V8 McLaren engine and lightweight carbonfibre MonoCell II chassis as the 570GT and 570S Coupé, the 570S Spider offers the same enthralling driving experience as its hard-top siblings, but with the added exhilaration of open-top motoring. 

Uniquely in this segment it features the drama and convenience of McLaren’s iconic dihedral doors, while the two-piece roof can be opened or closed in just 15 seconds at the push of a button. The roof mechanism adds just 46kg to the car’s weight and adds not even a tenth of a second to the Coupé’s 0-62mph (0-100km/h) acceleration time. This car is truly a spider without compromise.

Exhilaration, amplified
Body
- Carbon fibre MonoCell II structure; body panels in aluminium/composite
- Dihedral doors
- Fixed rear spoiler, diffuser, Aero blades and front splitter

Exterior
- Dark Palladium finish applied to front splitter, Aero blades, side skirts, side air intakes, exterior door inserts, rear bumper, diffuser, rear deck, torneau cover, service cover
- Body colour retracted hard top roof
- Full LED headlights and LED rear lights
- Automatic LED signature daytime running lights

Driver Assistance Technologies
- Active Dynamics Panel with powertrain and handling switches (Normal, Sport and Track modes);
- Traction Control (TC); Dynamic Electronic Stability Control (DESC);
- Anti-Lock Braking (ABS); brake assist
- Keyless entry and lock; keyless start
- Alarm, tilt sensors, electronic immobiliser

Brakes, Wheels and Tyres
- Sport 10-spoke cast alloy wheels
- Pirelli P Zero™ Corsa tyres
- Carbon ceramic brakes
- Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

Interior
- Extended leather interior in Carbon Black
- Carbon Black leather steering wheel
- Satin Chrome brightwork
- Primary interior components (switch-pack surrounds, steering wheel spokes, gearshift paddles) in Black Sparkle metallic finish

Infotainment
- 7-inch portrait touch screen monitor and 10-inch single-piece digital instrument cluster
- IRIS satelite-navigation
- McLaren 4-speaker audio system
- Audio media player; DAB radio; iPod/iPhone integration
- Bluetooth telephony
- USB connectivity

Like all McLaren models the 570S Spider is built and specified to the highest standard at our purpose-built facility in Woking, UK, and features a generous level of standard equipment. Every car features a body-coloured retracted hard-top roof, exterior detailing in Dark Palladium and Sport 10-spoke cast alloy wheels, plus a range of driver assistance and digital infotainment technologies.
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Four optional wheel designs, each available in a choice of three finishes, present an abundance of opportunity to fine-tune the external visual identity of your 570S Spider. Apart from enhancing the car’s looks, your choice of wheel can save weight. New to the Sports Series range and introduced with the 570S Spider, the Lightweight 10-Spoke Forged Alloy Wheels shave 11kg from the weight of the car on its standard rims.

Wheel Designs

Standard Wheel Design
Sport 10-Spoke Cast Alloy Wheel

Optional Wheel Designs
Lightweight 14-Spoke Forged Alloy Wheels

Lightweight 5-Twin-Spoke Forged Alloy Wheels

Super-Lightweight 10-Spoke Forged Alloy Wheels
Paint colour is the ultimate way to express yourself when designing your McLaren. That’s why we offer a choice of 35 carefully selected hues, from our standard colours, through to our Special and Elite ranges and right up to the MSO Defined selection.

**Exterior Colours**
Options on the 570S Spider range from the thrilling sound of a sports exhaust (even more scintillating with the roof open) to useful items such as a rear-view camera, parking sensors, soft-close doors, and a vehicle lift function to preserve the front splitter on ramps or speedhumps. Myriad carbon fibre external details are also available.

**Key Optional Features**

**Engine**
- Sports exhaust

**Suspension**
- Vehicle lift

**Brakes**
- Cast iron brakes with 4-piston calipers front & rear

**Special Brake Caliper Colours**
- McLaren Orange with black logo
- Silver with black logo
- Red with black logo
- Yellow with black logo
- Polished with black logo
- Liquid Black with silver logo

**Exterior Body**
- Soft close doors
- Stealth exhaust finisher
- Carbon fibre aero blades
- Carbon fibre side skirts
- Carbon fibre side intakes
- Carbon fibre diffuser
- Dark Palladium roof & cantrails
- Carbon fibre door mirror casings
- Carbon fibre wheel arches
- Model designation delete option

**Interior Controls and Displays**
- Rear view camera
- 4 front and 4 rear parking sensors

**Tyres**
- Pirelli P Zero™ tyres
Interior
- Power adjust Sports Seats with comfort entry / exit
- Carbon fibre Racing Seats - Regular or Touring fit
- Power adjust steering column (reach and rake with comfort entry / exit)
- Nappa Sport / Nappa Design / Nappa Alcantara interior
- ByMcLaren Designer Interior - Sport Design / Luxury Design
- Carbon fibre interior components (switch-pack surrounds, steering wheel spokes and extended gear shift paddles)
- Carbon fibre interior upgrade (interior components, interior door inserts and tunnel sides)
- Leather sill finishers with McLaren branding
- Carbon fibre sill finishers
- Carbon fibre seat backs (not available with Racing Seats)
- Carbon Black Alcantara steering wheel
- Contrast stitch
- Non-contrast facia inner stitch

Safety & Security
- Volumetric alarm upgrade (including interior storage compartments)
- Vehicle Tracking System

Infotainment
- McLaren 8-speaker audio system
- Bowers & Wilkins 12-speaker branded audio system
- McLaren Track Telemetry (MTT) with lap time function
- McLaren Track Telemetry (MTT) with lap time function & three cameras

Accessories
- Lithium ion vehicle battery charger
- McLaren branded floor mat set (interior & front luggage) matched to carpet
- Ashtray
- Car cover
- Warning triangle & first aid kit
- Fire extinguisher

Key Optional Features

The 570S Spider can be specified with a ByMcLaren Designer Interior, favouring either a sport or a luxury design theme. Carbon fibre interior components, an ultra high performance 12-speaker Bowers & Wilkins audio system and the McLaren Track Telemetry (MTT) system are just some of the other options highlights.
570S Spider Packs

For your convenience a selection of options which owners often order together have been assembled in a series of Sports Series Packs, simplifying the process of optimising your car. If you’re thinking about maximising luxuriousness or ensuring your 570S Spider is safe from harm, or if you want to add a dash of exterior carbon fibre, the process is easy.

- **GCC** Sports Pack (silver wheel finish)
  - Carbon fibre door mirror casings
  - Carbon fibre side intakes
  - Silver wheel finish
  - Sports exhaust
  - Vehicle lift

- **GCC** Sports Pack (stealth wheel finish)
  - Carbon fibre door mirror casings
  - Carbon fibre side intakes
  - Stealth wheel finish
  - Sports exhaust
  - Vehicle lift

- **GCC** Sports Pack (diamond cut wheel finish)
  - Carbon fibre door mirror casings
  - Carbon fibre side intakes
  - Diamond cut wheel finish
  - Sports exhaust
  - Vehicle lift

*GCC denotes Gulf Certificate of Conformity
Note: some packs are not available in certain markets
McLaren Special Operations (MSO) is a dedicated division to help you take your McLaren ownership even further. MSO has developed a series of exclusive options aimed at transforming something already special into something unique.

**Standard Specification and Options Guide**

**Sports Series 570S Spider**

**Exterior**
- MSO Defined Gloss Finish Visual Carbon Fibre
- Front splitter
- Rear bumper
- Rear spoiler
- Rear deck
- Tonneau cover
- Exterior door inserts
- MSO Defined paint
- MSO Defined titanium supersports exhaust

**Carbon Fibre Exterior Pack**
- Front splitter
- Rear bumper
- Rear spoiler

**Interior**
- MSO Defined coloured seatbelts (McLaren Orange / Yellow / Red)
- MSO Defined satin finish visual Carbon fibre full length door sills with MSO branding
- MSO Defined key in Piano Black or McLaren Orange

**MSO Defined Optional Features**
Engine configuration
M838TE engine, 3.8-litre twin-turbo V8, 3,799cc

Drivetrain layout
Longitudinal mid-engined, RWD

Transmission
7-speed Seamless Shift Gearbox (SSG)

Suspension
Independent adaptive dampers, dual wishbones with Comfort, Sport and Track modes

Steering
Electro-hydraulic, power-assisted

Brakes
Carbon ceramic discs (F: 394mm R: 380mm) with aluminium brake calipers (F: 6-piston R: 4-pistons)

Power and performance
Power Ps (bhp/kW) 570 (562/419) @ 7,500rpm
Torque Nm (lbs ft) 600 (443) @ 5,000-6,500rpm
0–60mph 3.1 seconds*
0–100 km/h (0–62 mph) 3.2 seconds*
0–200 km/h (0–124 mph) 9.6 seconds*
Maximum speed 328km/h (204mph)*/

Dimensions
Wheel size (inches) Front: 8 x 19, Rear: 10 x 20
Tyre size F: 225/35/R19, R: 285/35/R20
Length, mm (inches) 4,530 (178.3)
Height, mm (inches) 1,202 (47.3)
Width, with mirrors, mm (inches) 2,095 (82.5)
Width, mirrors folded, mm (inches) 1,930 (76)
Width without mirrors, mm (inches) 1,930 (76)
Wheelbase, mm (inches) 2,670 (105)
Track mm (inches) (to contact patch centre) F: 1,673 (65.9), R: 1,618 (63.7)

Luggage capacity
Front: 150l, Tonneau: 52l

Weight
Lightest dry weight, kg (lbs) 1,402 (3,091)
DIN Kerb weight, kg (lbs) (fluids + 90% fuel) 1,498 (3,303)
Curb Weight, USA, kg (lbs) (fluids + 100% fuel) 1,503 (3,314)

Efficiency
CO2 emissions [NEDC] 249 g/km
Fuel consumption EU mpg (l/100km) Combined 10.71/100km (26.6mpg)**
Urban 10.51/100km (27.2mpg)**
Extra urban 7.4/100km (38.4mpg)**

Technical Highlights

*McLaren Automotive figures
**UK MPG converted figure - not a homologation requirement
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McLaren Vehicle Warranty
- Three years’ vehicle warranty
- Three years’ paint surface warranty
- 10 years’ corrosion warranty
- Guaranteed use of McLaren genuine parts fitted by full trained McLaren technicians
- Unlimited mileage cover throughout the term of the warranty
- Valid through the region of purchase

McLaren Extended Warranty
- Optional cover for up to 12 years
- Available in 12- or 24-month increments up until the tenth anniversary of first registration

Sports Series Service Schedule
Your 570S Spider will require servicing every year, or every 15,000km (10,000 miles), whichever occurs first. While Sports Series models should return to the retailer every year, there are some items which will not need to be changed (mileage dependent). For example, oil changes may only be needed every second year.

Your McLaren 570S Spider is automatically covered by the McLaren Vehicle Warranty, which covers the car and its paint surface for three years, and offers 10 years’ peace of mind regarding corrosion. The warranty is not subject to any mileage limitations. In certain markets, it also includes roadside assistance. You can also opt to upgrade to the McLaren Extended Warranty, which offers up to 12 years of cover.

Warranty and Servicing